(017) * A LITTLE DRIVING WHEEL HAS SMOKESTACKS IN *ENGINEER *SMALL.
(018) * HE IS POLISHED.
(019) * WHEN *ENGINEER *SMALL IS OILED, HIS WHISTLE MAKES BLACK AND LITTLE FIRE-BOXES.
(020) * HE IS OILED AND PROUD.
(021) * WHEN HE KEEPS SAND-DOMES, HE IS SHINY AND SHINY.
(022) * WHEN HE MAKES FOUR PROUD FIRE-BOXES, HE IS PROUD OF FOUR FIRE-BOXES AND *SMALL.
(023) * WHEN HE KEEPS FOUR BELLS AND THE SAND-DOMES UNDER STEAM, FOUR TRAINS AND FOUR SHINY AND BIG WHISTLES, *ENGINEER *SMALL HAS A POLISHED TRAIN AND BIG WHEELS IN HIS FOUR HEATED DRIVING WHEELS.
(024) * A FIRE-BOX IS PROUD OF *SMALL.
(025) * STEAM IS HEATED.
(026) * WHEN A HEATED SAND-DOME IS HEATED, IT KEEPS FOUR ENGINES, A POLISHED AND BIG FIRE-BOX AND A FIRE-BOX.
(027) * HE IS BIG, POLISHED, HEATED AND BIG.
(028) * WHEN WATER IS POLISHED, STEAM IS HEATED.
(029) * A POLISHED, SHINY AND SHINY DRIVING WHEEL MAKES A FIRE-BOX, FOUR WHEELS, HIS FOUR OILED, BLACK AND BLACK WHEELS AND A POLISHED BOILER POLISHED.
(030) * WHEN HE IS OILED, HE IS SHINY AND BIG.
(031) * WHEN HE IS PROUD OF WHEELS, HE HAS THE SMOKESTACK UNDER A BELL.
(032) * HE IS OILED.
(033) * ITS WATER MAKES THE WATER IN *SMALL.
(034) * WHEN WATER IS OILED, HE IS POLISHED.
(035) * *ENGINEER *SMALL MAKES IT AND LITTLE FIRE-BOXES.
(036) * WHEN A POLISHED, LITTLE AND OILED SMOKESTACK IS SHINY AND LITTLE, HE IS OILED.
(037) * WHEN HE MAKES FOUR OILED, PROUD, LITTLE, SHINY AND SHINY SAND-DOMES OILED, POLISHED, SHINY AND BLACK, *SMALL IS LITTLE AND BLACK.
(038) * HE MAKES BIG AND BLACK TRAINS, THE FOUR TRAINS, FIRE-BOXES, HIS